Consent Information for Speakers and Presenters

As a speaker/presenter, I hereby agree:

- To the release, publication of the summary of my presentation, my presentation slides and the audio and/or video recording of my presentation(s), its live broadcast during the World Conference on Lung Health including the introduction and live questions and answers, and its accessibility at leisure on demand to all registered participants in the conference library until 31 March 2024.
- To the subsequent use of my presentation slides (and the audio and/or video recording of my presentation(s) by the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (The Union).
- That The Union will not be liable if any content is replicated and/or distributed/shared.
- That copyright of content is retained by the speaker(s)/contributor(s), and that copyright in the recordings will be retained by The Union.
- That I own the copyright for images contained within slides and other presentation materials. If excerpts from copyrighted works are included, I have obtained written permission from the copyright owners and acknowledge the sources in the presentation. I also warrant that the presentation contains no libellous or unlawful statements and does not infringe the rights of others and that I will indemnify the conference organiser against any loss, injury or expense arising out of any breach of this warranty.
- To the use of my personal data being processed for the purposes of this recording and subsequent publishing. My personal data will be processed in accordance with the provisions of data protection law.